**Ansar Leadership Conference 2014**

Ansar Leadership Conference 2014 was held on Saturday, January 18 - Sunday, January 19 at Baitul Ikram Mosque, Dallas, TX. 17 Ansar National ‘Amilah members, 12 Nazimin, and over 60 Zu’ama converged on the conference and spent the two days in an atmosphere of brotherhood and discussed various programs and goals of Majlis Ansarullah, USA for the year 2014.

Sadr Majlis, Faheem Younus Qureshi, talked about his meeting with Huzoor (may Allah be his helper) and shared Huzoor's insights with the attendees. Sadr Majlis shared his vision with Ansar brothers. He explained the top priorities of Majlis Ansarullah, USA for 2014 to be Brotherhood, Helpers of Allah, Communication, and National Ijtima’. He expounded on these priorities as:

- **Brotherhood** – making monthly meetings more interactive along the theme given to us by Khalifatul Masih.
- **Helpers of Allah** – providing medical, educational, and career services to our membership.
- **Communication** – revamping the website of Majlis Ansarullah, USA and launching this bi-weekly e-newsletter.
- **National Ijtima’** – pledging to bring over 1,000 brothers to Ansar National Ijtima’ 2014.

The attendees of the conference discussed various challenges and opportunities and explored ways to achieve the above-mentioned priorities.

---

**Ansar National Ijtima’ 2014**

One of the top priorities of Majlis Ansarullah, USA for the year 2014 is holding a successful national Ijtima’ with an attendance of 1,000 Ansar brothers. Ansar are urged to make a resolve to attend this year’s Ijtima’ as well as encourage other brothers to plan on attending the Ijtima’.

The national Ijtima’ provides three memorable days to pray, learn, relax, meet, make friends, and get reinvigorated spiritually and physically. The atmosphere of brotherhood at the Ijtima’ provides an opportunity to build camaraderie amongst Ansar brothers who gather to attend this blessed event from across the country.

The national Ijtima’ also provides an opportunity for Ansar brothers to compete in various educational and sports competitions in a very congenial atmosphere. Many interesting workshops such as Health Talk are also held at the Ijtima’ that Ansar brothers can benefit from.
Services such as Health Clinic are also provided at the Ijtima’.
The dates and venue of the Ansar National Ijtima’ 2014 will be announced soon, insha’allah.